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Rev.00 – Oct 20121. Introducing   Strive 4

Introduction

Established at the end of 2009 in Madrid, Spain, Strive 4 is a company made
up of a network of professionals and associated companies dedicated to
providing and delivering Project and Development Management consultancy
services for construction projects in the real es tate (retail, commercial, hotel,
leisure, industrial and residential), infras tructure, transportation and renewable
energies sectors, primarily in the UK, Georgia, Spain, Romania and Bulgaria.

In addition to Project and Development Management and related consultancy
services, Strive 4 can also provide assistance in team organisation, training
and recruitment in the Project Management field.

Strive 4 first started working in Georgia in the summer of 2011, and in the
spring of 2012 we were appointed to the role of Development Managers of the
new “Lilo Mall” Special Trading Zone on the outskirts of Tbilisi. Following on
from this and seeing the many development opportunities opening up in
Georgia, we took the decision to establish our Georgian company, Strive 4
Georgia, to offer our services to national and international clients wishing to
develop projects in Georgia.
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Who are we?

The three main partners in Strive Georgia are Chris Weston, Paul Rose and
Konstantin Mchedlishvili.

Chris and Paul first met in 1998 in Spain, where they established the Spanish
subsidiary of the well known international consultancy, Mace Group, offering
Project and Construction Management services to the private and public
sectors. During the following 8 years they managed the company’s growth from
the initial 2 to over 130 professionals, turning over $13 Million in fees per year
and successfully delivering major projects for international, Blue Chip clients
such as ING, Sonae Sierra, the Mills Corporation and Siemens Group amongst
many others.

Following some time apart, Chris working for a major Spanish inves tor in
Easter Europe and Paul for a US Solar Power development company, they
decided to join forces again and pursue business in Georgia.
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Chris Weston

Chris Weston has spent his whole career to date, more
than 30 years, working in Projec t Management. For the
last 14 years he has been based in Spain where in
1999 he was responsible for establishing the company
Mace Management Services . From 1999 to 2007 he
was a direc tor of Mace in Spain, and between 2004 and
2006 he was also Managing Direc tor of Tecplan (100%
Mace owned). In 2007 he was contrac ted as Technical
Director for Eastern Countries by Grupo Bogaris.

Bogaris   is   an   international   group   dedicated   to investment and   development
projec ts in the retail, industrial, residential, renewable energy and agricultural
sectors. In 2009 he decided to establish his own company, Strive 4.

Chris has worked on many large, emblematic projec ts such as Canary Wharf,
London for Olympia & York, Hotel Arts, Barcelona for Sogo, London Heathrow
Terminals 1 & 4 and Ferihegy Airport, Budapest for BAA, Luton Airport, the
British Museum Great Court for the Trustees of the British Museum, Delicias
Railway Station, Zaragoza for GIF, Madrid Xanadú for The Mills Corporation,
RATC Marine Park, Constanta, Romania and Slivnitza Plaza, Sofia, Bulgaria
for Bogaris and Lilo Mall Redevelopment, Tbilisi, Georgia for Lilo Mall Ltd.

In Georgia he has assisted in analysing the feasibility of a major Golf Course
development, the setting up of a Spanish design practice, and, working direc t
with “Lilo Mall” in the role of Development Manager with joint responsibility
(together with Paul Rose) for the redevelopment of “Lilo Mall” into a Spec ial
Trading Zone.
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Paul Rose

Paul Rose has over 35 years experience in the Real
Estate and Construction sector. He Started his career
as a quantity surveyor in UK, then moved to Spain in
1988 to take on the position of senior Commercial
Manager on a high quality Golf and Residential Resort
in the south of Spain. Following this he moved to Madrid
to lead the Spanish business of Deacon & Jones , the
first consultancy in Spain to offer Project Management
services to the Real Estate market.

Paul lived and worked permanently in Spain for over 23 years before moving to
Georgia with Chris Weston at the end of 2011 to seek new opportunities.
Amongst his achievements in Spain he held the position of Country Manager of
Mace International's Spanish subsidiary, Mace Management Services, for the
first 8 years of its existence.

Paul lead the business in Spain as it grew from the original 2 professionals to
become one of the      leading        Project and Construction Management
consultancies in Spain. By the end of 2006 Mace Management Services
employed over 130 people. Paul was also a Director of MMS sister company,
Consulmace based in Lisbon and a main board director of Mace International
based in Cyprus.

Whilst Paul has a wide experience in many types of development - retail,
commercial offices, hotels, industrial and leisure in particular – his speciality
has been major retail malls in the UK, Spain, Portugal, Greece, Poland and
most recently Georgia.
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Our Philosophy

We     pride      ourselves in     being a     fully      independent        organization with
multidisciplinary experience and knowledge which span all the areas involved
in the life cycle of any project from inception to completion. We do not design,
and we do not act as a contractor, we organise and manage directly on behalf
of and in the interest of our Clients.

Customer Orientated

Our attitude can be defined as professional in nature and approach, a Client
orientated culture, proac tive in operation with well structured and co-ordinated
team disciplines.

Extension of the Client’s Team

Our philosophy is to become a professional member of the Client's team and
as such, ally ourselves totally to the objectives of the Client's in-house
management team. Our sys tems will be tailored to suit your spec ific business
requirements.

Our People

Our people are all well trained and dedicated to achieving their projec t
objec tives, positive in approach and keen to succeed, people able to establish
relationships and trust within the whole project group, allowing the whole team
to operate in an open and friendly environment.
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Our Philosophy

Our Primary Mission is to add value to any project, maximising   Safety, Time,
Cost, Quality and Environmental   standards   by:

u Clearly establishing   our Client’s objectives from the start of any process.
u Setting out a robust plan   to achieve these objectives.
u Finding the right people and companies   to deliver   these objectives.
u Managing the whole process to make sure that the objectives   are met.
u Setting in place Health and Safety & Environmental   Strategies that are  
robust and workable,   and managing   them throughout.

u Maximising functionality,   value and quality by means of organised   design  
reviews, and appropriate   procurement   and contractor     management  
strategies.

u Making sure the design fits the function and the investment agreed with  
the Client, collaborating   in the search for technical solutions   that   lead to  
savings in cost, time or both.

u Maintaining a continually   updated project forecast against the agreed  
benchmarks   during the briefing, design, procurement,   construction   and  
handover   phases, permitting   timely decision making and action.

u Clearly define costs and programme to achieve the delivery of the project,  
including design, procurement,   construction   and commissioning.

u Clearly Identifying     and managing risks to the project. establishing   and  
agreeing the most effective management   actions to be taken and  
subsequently   tracking actions to ensure that all risks are properly controlled.
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Collective Experience

Our collec tive management experience for different companies across Europe,
Eastern Europe and Eurasia covers many different sectors :

Public Works:

u

u

u

National Heritage Projects
Health Care
Transportation   (Roads, Railways and Airports).

Private Sector :
u

u

u

u

u

u

Retail Centres
Residential  
Commercial   (Offices)  
Mixed Use

Hotels
Logistics / industrial

Renewable Energies:

u Wind Parks
u Solar Installations /Farms

Infrastructure:
u

u

u

Oil Pipelines
Gas Pipelines
Concrete plants
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Examples : Public Works - Heritage

Here are a few examples of our Public Works experience   (heritage):

British Museum Great Court Project
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Examples : Public Works - Transportation

Here are a few examples of our Public Works experience   (Railways):

Zaragoza High Speed Railway Station
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Examples : Public Works - Transportation

Here are a few examples of our Public Works experience   (Airports):

Heathrow Terminal 4 Arrivals Extension

Heathrow Terminal 1 Check-in Upgrade
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Examples : Public Works – Roads/Hospitals

Here are a few examples of our Public works experience:

Gudushauri   Hospital Refurbishment

Tbilisi - Tsalka National Road Refurbishment
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Examples : Private Sector – Retail Developments

Here are a few examples of our Private Sector experience (Retail/leisure):

Plaza Mayor - Málaga
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Examples : Private Sector – Retail Developments

Here are a few examples of our Private Sector experience (Retail/leisure):

Madrid Xanadu - Madrid
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Examples : Private Sector – Retail Developments

Here are a few examples of our Private Sector experience (Retail/leisure):

Luz del Tajo - Toledo
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Examples : Private Sector – Retail Developments

Here are a few examples of our Private Sector experience (Retail/leisure):

Gran Vía - Vigo
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Examples : Private Sector – Retail Developments

Here are a few examples of our Private Sector experience (Retail/leisure):

Zubiarte - Bilbao
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Examples : Private Sector – Retail Developments

Here are a few examples of our Private Sector experience (Retail/leisure):

Aire Sur - Seville
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Examples : Private Sector – Retail Developments

Here are a few examples of our Private Sector experience (Retail/leisure):

Lilo Mall - Tbilisi
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Examples : Private Sector – Commercial/Office

Here are a few examples of our Private Sector experience (Commercial/Office):

Canary Wharf - London
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Examples : Private Sector – Commercial/Office

Here are a few examples of our Private Sector experience (Commercial/Office):

Siemens - Madrid
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Examples : Private Sector – Mixed Use (Retail/Office/Hotel/Residential)

Here are a few examples of our Private Sector experience (Mixed Use):

RATC - Constanta
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Examples : Private Sector – Mixed Use (Retail/Office/Hotel/Residential)

Here are a few examples of our Private Sector experience (Mixed Use):

Slivnitza Plaza - Sofia
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Examples : Private Sector - Hotels

Here are a few examples of our Private Sector experience (Hotels):

Hilton - Barcelona

Ritz Carlton Hotel Arts - Barcelona
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Examples : Private Sector - Residential

Here are a few examples of our Private Sector experience (Residential):

Busteni – Romania

Spital Militar - Constanta
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Examples : Private Sector – Logistical and Industrial

Here are a few examples of our Private Sector experience (Logistics):

Ruse Industrial and Logistics Park
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Examples : Private Sector – Logistical and Industrial

Here are a few examples of our Private Sector experience (Logistics):

Lilo Mall Special Trading Zone
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Strive 4 Project Management   Systems & Procedures

below is a summarised description of the management   activities that we carry
out during the evolution of any project.

Occupation

Development   Management

Management Plan

Design Management

Value Managemen t Value Engineeting

Cost Planning Cost Management Cost Control

Risk Analysis Risk Management

Programming   and Control

Consultant   Procurement Contractor   Procurement

Management and Organisation   of Contractors

Handover Management

Phase

30

Start-up
Phase

Design and Procurement   Phase Construction   Phase Occupation   and Operations

PostHandover  
and  

Occupation
Construct-

ion
Procure-
ment

Scheme &  
Detailed  
Design

Concept
Design

Feasibility
Design

Feasibility
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Initial Management   Plan

Before   we   start   any   projec t   we   put
should guide us through all the phases

together   the   Management
of the development.

Plan which

Acceptance
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Management Plan

Master  
Planning,  
Design,  
VM & VE  
Studies

Scope and
Objectives

Milestone
Objectives Brief

Consultant  
and  

Contractor  
Procurement

Authorisation  
and Approvals Risk Analysis

Programme
&  

Tracking

Team  
Organisation &  
Communication

Cost Planning,  
Management  
And Control

Restrictions,  
Displacements

&  
Provisional  
Works

Handover  and
Acceptance

Post

Activites
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Design Management

Management   and control of the whole des ign development   phase is critical in
order to produce concise and relevant information for the procurement process  
and for construction.

The keys to effective Design Management   are:

u

u

u

u

Development   of a clear design scope.
Selection and appointment   of the right design team.
Joint development   of the final requirements   programme (Strategic   Brief).  
Planning and follow-up of the design development.

The selection both of the design team and other consultants should be carried
out early on in the process   and based   on initial des ign proposals,
allow for the following during the basic and detail design stages:

which will

u

u

u

u

u

Effective control of the design.
Comprehensive   planning and management   of   costs.  
Carrying   out of VM / VE studies throughout   the process.  
Risk analysis.
Ensuring that quality, schedule and cost parameters   are met.

The following diagram illustrates   this process.
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Design Management

Phase

Design Management

requirements

&

• Identify future  
changes   in  
requirements

• Identify
future   changes  
to design

• Detailed  
specification   &  
complete
co-ordination

Effective Efficient
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Start-up
Phase

Project Phase Construction   Phase Occupancy   and Operation   Phase

Manufacture

construction

Co-
ordination  
design

Approval  
final design

Final  
requirements  
programme

Approval  
Conceptual  
design

Maintenance

programme
Design
Criteria

Preliminary  
requirements  
Programme

Post-OccpancyDelivery &  
OccupancyConstructionProcurement

Process

Scheme &  
Detailed  
Design

Concept
Design

Feasibility
Design

Feasibility   &  
Requirements  
Programme
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Cost Planning,   Management   & Control

The objectives of the management of the budget are not simply limited to the
reduction of the final project cost but in the establishing a forecas t budget, in
other words the design will be developed in accordance with the Client
approved objective budget for the project.

Budget Management is implemented during the design process in order to:

u Ensure that during the design development   the design is kept within the
budget and programme   parameters   agreed for the project.
In the event that the project costs are seen to be straying from the  
established   budget (see graph over) necessary   action can be taken before  
it is too late, carrying out analysis   to produce concrete proposals   for cost  
reductions.
For the Client to be continually   informed and in agreement   with the  
anticipated   budget for the project as it evolves   with the design.
For the Client to have the opportunity   of taking decisions regarding   the  
design which affect the budget and/or the project programme   in a timely  
manner.

u

u

u
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Cost Planning,   Management   & Control

The mos t effective time for taking action
design stage.

to control project costs is during the

Occupancy

Cost Planning Cost Management Cost Control

AgreedCost

Time / Cost to Implement

Opportunity to Add Value
/Control Cost

Design/Cost
Freeze

Start (Time) Delivery
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Det  
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Procurement
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Value Management   & Value Engineering

It is our belief that Value Management (VM) and Value Engineering (VE)
processes are fundamental procedures necessary to control the design and
cost for any projec t, keeping them in line with the established objec tives. Both
VM and VE are of specific importance during the preliminary des ign stage of
any projec t and must be used to ensure that the design meets all the Client's
objectives.

VM is based on establishing and prioritising measurement criteria for meeting
the Clients objectives , then using these to analyse and evaluate different initial
solutions proposed by the team.

The VM process is carried out during the Brief Development and Feasibility
Design stages of the project, where it can lead to the most appropriate project
solution being adopted.

VE is based on analysing and selec ting different technical solutions to meet the
client’s objec tives at minimum cost without reducing levels of quality, reliability,
performance and delivery.

The VE Process is carried out during the Concept, Scheme and Detailed
Design stages , and the Procurement stage, where it can have the greates t
impact on budget.

The implementation of these processes is shown in the diagram included on
the following page.
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Value Management   & Value Engineering

The fundamental procedures to be employed in controlling the des ign and cost
for any projec t are the implementation of VM, VE and Design Management
processes. Both VM and VE are of vital importance during the preliminary
design for the project and can be used to ensure that the des ign meets the
Client's   objectives.   Des ign   development   control   is critical in order to s trictly
control the bidding costs process.

Occupancy

Risk Analysis Risk Management

Value Management Value Engineering

VM
1

VM
2

VE
2

VE
1

Bid

Cost Planning Cost Management Cost Control
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Risk Analysis and Management

Project Risk Management   is a process through which associated project risks
are identified,   evaluated   and   treated   in   order   to maximise   the   probability   of  
achieving     the established   cost, schedule and performance   objectives.

The three key stages of Project Risk Management   are the identification   of the  
risk, its evaluation   and management.

Strive 4, with input from the rest of the professional   team, will produce a Risk
Register specific for each project.

The continued management of the process, as can be seen in the diagram on  
the following page, ensures that all the team is involved in:

u

u

u

u

Identifying   risks.
Evaluate probabilities.
Developing   specific management   plans for application   to the Risk Register.  
Incorporating   the consideration   of risk into all team meetings.
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Risk Analysis and Management

Project Risk Management   is a process through which associated project risks
are identified,   evaluated   and   treated   in   order   to maximise   the   probability   of
obtaining the established   cost, schedule and performance   objectives

Occupancy

Risk Analysis Risk Management

Value Management Value Engineering

VM
1

VE
2

VE
1

BidVM2

Cost Planning Cost Management Cost Control
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Identify

Evaluate

Manage

40

Manage Risk

•   Regular review
•   Contingenc y   Fund
•   Contingenc y

Programme
•   Contingenc y   Plans

Reduce Risk

•   Detailed Studies
•   Value Engineering

•   Eliminate

Prepare   Sensitivity
Analysis

Prepare
Likelihood   Analysis

T ransfer Risk

•   Insurance   Companies
•   Contracts

Project  
Risk  

Register

Select Risks for  
quantitive   analysis

Specific

•   Brainstorm   Meeting
•   Work Groups
•   Experience

Generic

Risk Register
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Planning   & Control

The correc t planning of any projec t is critical for its success, and it should be
carried out consecutively at different levels of detail to ensure adequate control
at each stage.

Top Level Strategic Programme

At the top level a Strategic Programme will operate which will provide a
summary of the des ign, approvals & licences, procurement, cons truction and
handover activities to occupation, will recognise legal requirements to be put in
place and key Client sign offs. Detail on this programme is limited to key
strategic activities and milestones and the programme will be used to provide
an executive level overview of the entire project.

Secondary Level Objective Programmes

For each of the areas covered within the Strategic Programme (principle
design, Approvals & Licences, procurement, construction and handover),
secondary level Objective Programmes will be developed to identify the
sequences and timing of major activities necessary to complete any particular
phase of the project.

These programmes will identify critical ac tivities and their target dates, together
with deliverable date clearly identified and Client key approval dates. The
Procurement Programme will identify procurement strings to manage, monitor
and control the procurement process, whilst the Construction Programme will
outline measurable construction sequences on a block by block basis and
identify the Contractors associated with these main works activities.
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Planning   & Control

Third Level Performance   Programmes

Underpinning the Strategic and Objec tive       Programmes, Performance
Programmes will be produced with more detailed activities including resourcing.

Within the performance programmes , ac tivities related to design, procurement
and construction will be planned in detail, identifying resource requirements to
meet the objectives laid down in the Objective Programmes and, if possible,
balanced to achieve the most economical and safety conscious sequence and
timing, other project constraints permitting.

Contractor Programmes

Supporting the performance programmes, individual contractor programmes
will be produced together with detailed cons truction programmes. These
detailed construction programmes will be undertaken by the contractors in
response to the constraints set out in the performance programmes.

Monitoring of the progress of activities will be a combination of the timing and
rate of completion of activities , balanced against the actual use of resources in
order to achieve them.
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